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What is Alchemy?
Turning Lead Into Gold
External Slavery
External Money Creation
Internal Personal Alchemy

External Slavery
Using the un-enlightened masses to make the local money for us!
Then we use the money to buy solid pure gold!
We lie, cheat, and steal to make this happen.
They think they live in a “Free” and “Honest” country with “Liberty” and “Justice” Where the governments care about the people’s welfare.
Too bad.
Just look at all the tents under the cities freeway bridges…
Ha ha ha…

You don’t believe me?
They are being taxed on “income” at 30% or more (which is voluntary under the Law).
They are paying taxes they don’t even know about, like subsidies on Kosher Foods.
They are allowing us to take about 50% of all winning lottery tickets!
And, we can take their assets and their homes AT ANY TIME by using
Unfounded accusations via the un-legal police and courts system!
We train good idiots!

External Money Creation
We own the biggest banks and we create and control all of the money.
No one audits us.
So, we can print as much as we want and we can secretly spend it.
We also control over 51% of the IMF, so we promote whomever we want!
Whatever country we want!
We start whatever war that we want!
We make up the news and we control all of the news outlets!
Who is to know anything about anything?
Just us.
Ha ha ha…

You don’t believe me?
We can make huge bond issues just disappear, and
We can steal gold deposits right out of our banks at the same time!
What ever happened to all of the bonds that were issued at interest to destroy Russia in the late 1990s,
that was for use in Operation Hammer! What happened to the bonds?
Oh, they were all due to be cashed in on September 12, 2001.
Too bad most all of the records were kept in one computer on a floor half-way up
on one of the Twin Towers and the rest were stored in the Office of Naval Research
in a room near the outer edge of the Pentagon.
Oh, and where did all those gold bars in the Federal Reserve bank under there get transferred to just
before 9-11 happened? They belonged to China and were in the lower bank vault under the Twin Towers!
Too bad.
Well, we gave them all of the steel that was left over after 9-11-01,
after the short-term 3-day radioactivity had died off.
We control these idiots!

Internal Personal Alchemy
This is what we do to ourselves, and we keep it very
secret from the masses.
*** This is the main subject for today’s presentation! ***

We want to follow the most ancient scriptures, and
Enter into the Kingdom of God!
This is our secret: For Us! Not Them!

This involves:
Food
Herbs
Water
Electro-Magnetic Treatments
Mental Exercises
Physical Exercises
Chemical Laboratory Work
Vibrational Healing
and
Out-of-body Travel

So, What is The Kingdom of God?

So, What is The Kingdom of God?
The Bible says that the Kingdom of God is within each of us!
Other texts also say pretty much the same thing –

So, What is The Kingdom of God?
The Bible says that the Kingdom of God is within each of us!
Other texts also say pretty much the same thing –
But they do not describe exactly what that is, or how we can achieve it.
Examples and methods to achieve that Kingdom of God are:
Follow The 10 Commandments
Do Unto Others That Which You Would Want Them To Do Unto You
Live Righteously
Help Others
Eat Right and Fast Right
Use Faith, Hope, and Charity
Hope That You Are Doing The Right Method To Get There.

So, What is The Kingdom of God?
The Bible says that the Kingdom of God is within each of us!
Other texts also say pretty much the same thing –
Also, there are other published books that HINT about what the Kingdom of God REALLY IS –
and
How one could get there.
We now will examine some:
Books That Describe The Kingdom Of God

Life and Teaching of the Masters of the Far East, Vol.1 Original Edition
by Baird T. Spalding

This book describes a fairly remote region where both men and women can perfect out-of-body travel.
They can leave their physical body (in their astral-body-double) and can travel great distances, see and
hear things, and then return to their own physical body, awake, and report what they have seen and heard.
This is similar to remote viewing. The next step is for them to be able to communicate from their astral
body to others far-away who are in their physical body. The next step is to travel in their astral body to a
far-away location and then to snap their physical body over into their astral body at that new location. This
is real teleportation.
According to this book, the authors and others were actual eye-witnesses to all of these kinds of
capabilities.
Also - one has to be careful here, because while this first volume of the six-volume series of books is
deemed to be Truthful, the subsequent 5 volumes are said to be fantasy, written just because the first
volume was so well-received, published, and was very popular – even today!
We are now looking for the causes that enabled these people to be able to create these conditions.

Winged Pharaoh
By Joan Grant

Winged Pharaoh (p 40 Soul Definitions…)
By Joan Grant

Winged Pharaoh (p 183 – Seven Great Ordeals During Astral Travel)
By Joan Grant

Winged Pharaoh (p 316 – The 42 Assessors, Judges of Your Life and Soul)
By Joan Grant

This was the most popular book being sold in Europe around 1933.
This book is a collection of channeled writings made by the author (all out of sequence) that tells the life of
a Princess, a daughter of Pharaoh, and her brother, who both eventually become Pharaohs of Egypt.
It contains a lot of detailed information about the “True Egyptian Religion”, “Life After Death”, and how to
achieve the “out-of-body astral condition”, and to foresee dangers and event in the future. Not all of this
channeled information was published! We are now looking for the complete writings.
The companion book “Far Memory” includes a detailed description in the final chapters of how these
channelings began, took place, and how the information (part it at least) was published.
Also her book on “Speaking from the Heart - Ethics, Reincarnation & What It Means to Be Human”
describes the importance of the human’s inner “Love Vibration”, and how that can be created and used to
find and develop these higher states of being and knowledge.

Far Memory
By Joan Grant

Speaking from the Heart - Ethics, Reincarnation & What It Means to Be Human
By Joan Grant

Speaking from the Heart - Ethics, Reincarnation & What It Means to Be Human
By Joan Grant

In addition,
There are other writings and theories about
How we can greatly increase this inner personal “Love Vibration”.
Such as
Meetings With Remarkable Men
By G. Gurdjieff

Meetings With Remarkable Men (DVD Cover)
Gurdjieff’s Search for Hidden Knowledge
By G. Gurdjieff

Even in the film version of this book (now available on DVD),
it is stated early in the writings that:
“He who can make the walls vibrate is the winner.”
This is not probably what we think, but rather what we can create and experience within ourselves!

Is this the reason so many “holy men” drop out of business and society, and
seek an almost monk-like existence? –
To further develop this strong “Vibration” or “Love Vibration”?
What exercises can we do to provide this?
How can we keep this state of being alive?

The Kingdom Of God Defined
Thus we are convinced that The Kingdom Of God for each of us is –
What you can experience outside of your physical body –
So that you will slide into that existence – when your physical body dies!
So, now the question is What can we use and do to attain these higher states ourselves?

Shemanna (MFKZT)
From our science and understandings today, we know that human blood has a lot of copper in it and blood
can easily conduct electricity.
The “Chakras” of the ancients and the Far East provide a road map of the energy lines that run throughout
our human bodies. It is very likely that by increasing the flow of electricity and its frequency within these
energy lines, that we could significantly amplify these vibrations! This could be a very similar way of “Using
The Force”. Therefore, it would make sense to eat foods and substances that would increase the flow of
electricity within these body energy lines.
In the ancient world in Egypt, such a substance was “Shemanna” (or “MFKZT”), whose Egyptian
Hieroglyphic Character – even today - was “bread”. The High Priests were said to have to eaten this
“bread” every day, which some think that this is why the High Priests could be easily identified and later
killed – because they had skin with a predominant blue color. This then would also explain the use of the
“Hawk or Cobra” on the headpiece of the Egyptian Pharaohs – not for decoration (like the American Eagle)
– but rather to signify that such a person could actually achieve an out-of-body state, and fly-out or snapout and then bring back information and knowledge not known to the masses.

Bible History - Moses And The Children of Israel
Bible history tells us that when Moses freed the “Children of Israel” he took them straight to Mount Sinai.
Why?
To see God? To visit with God? How?
Because Moses was raised a noble prince in the house of Pharaoh, and he knew that Mount Sinai was the
primary gold mine of Egypt, where they produced the Shemanna.
He went there to get more for His People, to store it for transport, and to take it with His People on their
journeys.
Due to the special properties of this material, it had to be stored in an insulated container, lined entirely on
the inside and on outside with pure gold. This container was probably named “The Arc of The Covenant”.
Then those people are said to have wandered in the desert for 40 years, surviving (only) on the bread of
”Manna” dropped from Heaven. (Dropped or given by G*D?...)
“Manna” vs. “Shemanna”. Now it all starts to make sense.
Now we can see why in the Christian writings, they pray specifically for “Our Daily Bread”.

David Hudson
In the late 1970s, David Hudson, a cotton farmer from the Phoenix area in Arizona, started lecturing on a
new substance on his land, that he could tell that was there, and that the government and scientists could
not tell him what it was.
After much research and personal inspiration, David decided that he had “been chosen by God” to tell the
world about this unknown substance, that used to be known, and that was in existence on his farm land.
He said that this unknown substance was the “Manna” of the ancients.
He also claimed to be able to turn dirt found on his land into solid gold - and also to turn 100% solid gold
into other common metals - using only exposure to a high temperature process.
He called this substance “The White Powder of Gold.”
He lectured that 3 different heating processes were involved, holding the materials at a certain temperature
for certain lengths of time, and that he learned much of exactly how to do this from researchers in Russia!

ORMES Materials
David Hudson knew enough about nuclear theory to know that he was claiming to have discovered a new
way to “transmute” one element into another.
Actually, that is inaccurate: He was transmuting an isotope of an element into an isotope or a new form of
the same element, or into another element. Elements are now defined by the number of protons in the
nucleus, and isotopes are defined by the number of neutrons in the nucleus.
Since the “White Powder” could not be identified as an element or as an isotope of an element, he filed US
Patents for the discovery of a new state of matter, called ORMES materials: “Orbitally Rearranged
Monoatomic Elements”.

The idea is that any isotope could be excited into a higher frequency state, whereby it could not be
identified as that element or isotope anymore by standard nuclear or chemical detection methods. His
explanation was that the orbit of the electrons had been changed in this new state, or rearranged, so that
this became a new state of matter, and a new discovery in physics had been made. These forms of matter
are now also called “m-state elements.” He filed many patents, and his research was halted and
suppressed by the US Government. His lectures and papers are still available today. We have them…

ORMES Materials - Masonic Connections
One wonders if our Masonic ritual provides clues on the history and how to create these ORMES
materials.
There is an important Masonic figure who was “an artificer of metals.”
Could the secret of how to create these ORMES materials out of dirt
actually be
the “Lost Master’s Word”?

To create gold out of basically nothing but sand and dirt?

White Powders
David Hudson taught that such ORMES materials could be created as “white powders” from certain
elements. Research has shown that these can be created from: Cobalt-27, Nickel-28, Copper-29,
Ruthenium-44, Rhodium-45, Palladium-46, Silver-47, Osmium-76, Iridium-77, Platinum-78, Gold-79, and
Mercury-80. His plan was to create a large factory to make and distribute the White Powder of Gold.
However, his work became entangled in greed and politics, and he did produce and sell several White
Powders (e.g. Ruthenium-44, Rhodium-45, Palladium-46), and not the White Powder of Gold (WPG).

Since then, many other ORMES researchers have stepped up and have claimed to be selling the “pure
White Powder of Gold”. Which product is the best is anyone’s guess. We are now researching these
companies and products to find the True WPG powders and the documentation of their affects. It is of
importance to note that anyone attempting to create WPG from dirt, and then to create solid gold from that,
should be extremely careful. Such practice would be in violation of many Federal and US Treasury Laws!

Grape Roots
David Hudson also taught that these various ORMES materials that are actually found in dirt
are absorbed by the roots of various plants.
Then, by eating the plants, one would get the effect of those ORMES materials naturally,
just like ingesting the various White Powders.

He also noted that more ORMES materials were absorbed by longer tapered roots.
One such plant that he carefully identified as being an excellent absorber of ORMES was
the grape plant.

The Mystery Is In The Wine
Why do monks that live in remote regions grow, process, and drink their own wine?

This has not been a mystery through the years – because no one has ever asked.
But now consider –
the availability of obtaining ORMES materials directly from the grapes, and into the wine!
There is another plausible reason for their remote living, that we will soon address.

The Philosopher’s Stones
“The stone that the builders threw away.”
In alchemy, when a liquid mixture is heated and vaporized until all of the liquid is boiled off, the vapor is
usually saved and condensed in another container, and the residue (or dead-head) is usually thrown away.
That has been the usual chemistry distillation process for centuries.
However, what would happen if we used certain compounds in the water, and then boiled off the water,
and then reheated the residue? Concentrating that which was once thrown away?

This has been identified as one way to create the “Philosopher’s Stone”.
By perfecting this process and repeating it until a “White Stone” remained! Then, by following other
procedures, one can use the “White Stone” to create the “Red Stone”.
Both stones have reported VERY magnificent properties, and the Red Stone is said to be able to turn
silver into gold. However, the secret is to know what to put into the mixture before it is heated, and at what
temperatures and for how long during the entire heating process!

Ancient Masonic Alchemical Lodges
It was noted in a recent Masonic Symposium sponsored by the Grand Lodge of California in 2012, that the
ancient Lodges in England and in Scotland were “Alchemical Lodges”! These Lodges existed and a
network was formed between them, until about 1717.
In that year 1717, the Grand Lodge of England was formed – and the “ritual and business” of each
Masonic Lodge was then altered and changed to whatever the Grand Lodge decreed. These rules are still
in use today! The rituals and studies of each Masonic Lodge are set and governed by their Grand Lodge.
This was probably the death of the open knowledge of alchemy and the Philosopher’s Stones as known by
these older Lodges!
Their work since then went into secret meetings, and we are now researching and discovering what they
knew then.

The Methods To Produce The Philosopher’s Stones
There are of course many books available that say that they can teach you how to create the White and
the Red Philosopher’s Stones.
However, almost all of these books speak in terms of various codes, where “Mercury” represents some
chemical, and “Sulfur” represents something else (surely not regular mercury and not sulfur). In this
manner, the “real secrets” have been hidden and money has been made to continue their livelihood and
their further research.

Even the book “The Art and Science of Alchemy” offered by the High Council SRICF (published in 2016)
contains several sections on chemical alchemy, and contains less than one page on the definition and
creation of the Philosopher’s Stones.
The Study Course offered by the SRIA (2015) does not even address these topics.

The Art and Science of Alchemy Lecture Guide (SRICF)
By William Burkle

Study Course (SRIA)
By the Societas Rosicruciana In Anglia

Discovered! The Urine Method To Produce the Philosopher’s Stones
A Long Lost Book (undated…)

Discovered! The Urine Method To Produce the Philosopher’s Stones
However, a book has been found that describes IN DETAIL one method that is to be used to create the
Philosopher’s Stones.
The book was found in an older archived part of the internet, and is authored by “Anonymous”.
We have the book, and it has been shared with our members.

The method is to carefully boil your own urine down to the stone!
While sounding quite absurd and distasteful, let us remember that our urine is very pure, has been filtered
by very small membranes within our bodies, and that it would contain many if not all of the ORMES
materials that we had ingested – like from wine or any of the White Powders.
Then, this idea has merit! In this process, large quantities of urine are carefully heated over a long time at
nearly a constant temperature until the stone appears. So, this process takes time and dedication!
It also produces a horrible smell that can easily be detected over long distances!
Could this then be another reason that the monks chose to live so far outside of inhabited areas and
grow grapes for wine?
We think so!

Other Methods To Produce The Philosopher’s Stones
There are undoubtable other methods that are available to produce these stones,
to turn dirt into manna, manna into gold, and to turn gold back into Manna.
All of these methods are being kept very secret, and we are researching what they are.
AND THEY ARE ALL FACING CONTINUING
Suppression And Resistance!
But now, let us look at…

Repeatable Low Energy Nuclear Reactions (LENR)
Another discovery is that transmutation of the elements can be made using much less energy than has
been thought possible!
This started from repeated demonstrations of “cold fusion” (which works very well as long as the palladium
metal is first annealed and pre-loaded under an ammonia gas beforehand). It has been repeatedly
demonstrated that precious metals can be created from black sand, charcoal, and sodium nitrate – by just
lighting the mixture (1:1:3 resp.) on fire! This is called a thermal burn, and it is fully documented in the
book “Producing Precious Metals At Home” by Joe E. Chapman.
Could this be the REAL reason that “cold fusion” has been so severely suppressed? To cover up the fact
that nuclear transformation can take place in fire and in periods of easy to produce high temperature
heating? We think so! This book also describes a theory that explains the entire transmutation process,
starting with carbon and oxygen molecules, and using only alpha particles as the building blocks, to create
all other higher elements! This LENR theory could explain the nuclear theory required for real
transmutation, and for the creations of the ORMES materials, the White Powders, and the Philosopher’s
Stones!

Producing Precious Metals At Home
By Joe E. Chapman

Producing Precious Metals At Home (p viii – Thermal Burn Data)
By Joe E. Chapman

Producing Precious Metals At Home (p 68 – Nuclear Fusion, at Low Temp)
By Joe E. Chapman

Producing Precious Metals At Home (p 87 – Gold Production Results)
By Joe E. Chapman

Suppression And Resistance
We know that the greatest problem in the world today is overpopulation. Period.

Most of the business in society today has been carefully created to extract as much money from the slaves
before we can kill them – especially before they can collect any age-related payments, like Social Security.
We created these hardships and we will enforce these hardships. They are necessary.
AAs – make sure that you are immune to these procedures.
The long list of procedures that we use for this increasing population reduction - world-wide –
will be discussed in a different lecture in the near future.

What Is the Best Path To Follow?
The “Best Path To Follow” is to be “True To Yourself” and
to honestly get involved at whatever level you wish – with us.
We are dedicated to this path.

We have the money, we have the power, we have the slave masses, and
we have the strength and the dedication to follow this path.
We will welcome you – if you are also truly dedicated.

What To Do Next
For those that are Truly dedicated in following this path Contact any one of our members, and state you intentions in writing.
We will get back to you.
Until our next meeting –
Stay Healthy, Live Long, and Be Successful!

AAs to Order.
Give the Pledge:
“For Us, Not Them!”
Thank you for your attendance today.

You are dismissed.

